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of their abundance or ease of development as because the people were
alert and advanced enough to utilize them.
Waterpower illustrates this same principle even more forcibly tha
coal or petroleum.  A468 shows that most of the world's developed watei
power is in the United States and Western Europe.   A469, on the othei
hand, indicates that the potential power, that is, the power that might
be developed, is mainly in Africa and Asia.  New England, where water-
power is often said to have been the cause of the early development of
manufacturing, is not nearly so well supplied with waterpower as many
other regions, such as Labrador and Finland, where manufacturing has
not yet developed very far.
The Part Played by People. The true relation between manufactur-
ing and sources of power may be summarized as follows: Before any
sort of mechanical power was used, the art of manufacturing had reached
its greatest development in the same regions where it is now most active,
if we allow for the fact that areas like our Great Lakes district were not
then inhabited by civilized people. Machinery was invented in the manu-
facturing regions because the people there were progressive and active.
As soon as that happened these same qualities caused the people to hunt
for sources of power. In England wood was first used, but soon gave
place to coal. In New England waterpower was easily available and hence
was widely utilized, whereas coal could not be brought cheaply enough
till long afterward. Neither coal nor waterpower had anything to do
with starting the use of machinery, but they increased its use enormously
after it was once begun. The cyclonic regions, by mere accident, happen
to have the best supplies of coal in the world. In the hands of energetic
and progressive people this has greatly helped them to develop factories.
They do not have any such outstanding position in respect to petroleum
and still less as to waterpower. Nevertheless, they are as supreme in the
use of these, as in the use of coal. Hence it appears that the quality of the
people is much more important than the quality of their resources.
The energy and skill of the people, as we have seen, arise partly from
a good biological inheritance, partly from the historic sequence of events
which gave Europe the world's highest culture, and partly from the stimu-
lating effect of the variable cyclonic climate.
With this in mind turn to A452, showing the percentage of the inhabi-
tants who depend directly upon manufacturing in various regions. The
darker the shading the greater the percentage. Notice that there are two
prominent dark areas, one in the eastern United States, and the other in
northwestern Europe. Each is in the heart of one of the world's two main
cyclonic regions. Beyond their limits the amount of manufacturing rap-
idly diminishes, so that large parts of the map are only lightly shaded.

